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Golden Palace is opening bets for the 61st edition of the
Eurovision Song Contest.
According to the goldenpalace.be bookmakers Russia will become the the grand victor this edition.
Just a few weeks after presenting its bets for the Oscars, Golden Palace is presenting its bets for the next big
public event, namely the 61st edition of the Eurovision Song Contest.
Players on the site are able to bet on both semi-finals on May 10 and 12 as well as on the grand final taking
place on May 14. There will be 42 countries participating in this year’s edition which will be taking place in
Sweden.
According to the bookmakers the current favourites of the first semi-final are Russia and Armenia, the
favourites of the second semi-final are currently Australia and Ukraine. Looking at the odds offered by the
site it will be Russia (currently listed with odds of 3 to 1) which will be crowned as the grand victor.
Odds up to 301 to 1 are offered on goldenpalace.be, allowing players to multiply their initial stake by a
significant amount. For example: if you bet 10 euros on a victory of Greece, you could win €3,010. Thanks to
offering these kinds of attractive odds on exceptional events next to also offering sports betting
goldenpalace.be is one of the more interesting bookmakers, offering its players both exciting and
entertainment betting opportunities.
***
About Golden Palace:
Golden Palace is, with 40 gaming halls, the Belgian market leader in its field. The Group also has its own
online platform goldenpalace.be on which it offers sports betting, casino games, and poker. This growth was
made possible thanks to the construction of a solid relationship based on mutual trust with both players and
lawgivers. The Golden Palace Group also often contributes to and organizes environmental and charitable
projects.
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